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Teaching Journals/Magazines Available Through the LRC

Academe
From the American Association of University Professors

Assessment and Evaluation in Higher Education

Assessment Update

Canadian Journal for the Study of Adult Education

College Quarterly

College Teaching

Computers & Education

Educational Research Quarterly

Educational Researcher

Educational Technology (available in print only at Doon LRC)

European Journal of Education

Higher Education

Innovative Higher Education

Inside Higher Ed

Interdisciplinary Journal of Problem-Based Learning

International Journal for Academic Development

International Journal Scholarship of Teaching and Learning

International Journal of Teaching and Learning in Higher Education

Journal of Computer Assisted Learning

Journal of Educational Psychology

Journal of Educational Research

Journal of Effective Teaching
Journal of Experimental Education

Journal of Faculty Development (on campus access only)

Journal of Further & Higher Education

Journal of Higher Education

Journal of the Learning Sciences

Journal of Scholarship of Teaching and Learning

Learning and Instruction

Mountain Rise: The International Journal for the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning

New Directions for Teaching and Learning

Phi Delta Kappan

Quality in Higher Education

Research in Higher Education

Studies in Higher Education

Syllabus Journal

Teaching in Higher Education

**Discipline-Specific Education Journals**

Academy of Management Learning & Education

Adult Education Quarterly

Advances in Physiology Education

American Journal of Health Education

Communication Education

Counselor Education & Supervision

Delta Pi Epsilon Journal (Business-related)
European Journal of Engineering Education

IEEE Transactions on Education

Innovations in Teaching and Learning in Information and Computer Sciences (ITALICS)

Issues in Accounting Education

Journal of Accounting Education

Journal of Computing in Higher Education

Journal of Criminal Justice Education

Journal of Economic Education

Journal of Education for Business

Journal of Engineering Education

Journal of Nursing Education

Journal of Nutrition Education

Journal of Social Work Education

Journal of Statistics Education

Journalism & Mass Communication Educator

Marketing Education Review

Nursing Education Perspectives

Statistics Education Research Journal

TESL Canada Journal

More Discipline-Specific Journals

Health Education Journals

Business Education Journals

Engineering Education Journals
Education Databases

To search across many educational journal publications at once, try one of the library’s Education Databases:

**CBCA Education**
Canadian information in education. A source for those interested in teaching, educational research, and educational administration in Canada.

**ERIC**
The Educational Resource Information Centre provides access to literature and resources related to the fields of education, teaching and learning.

**Educators Collection**
A collection of journals compiled specifically with educators in mind.

**Educator’s Reference Complete**
Included content focuses on educational principles, child development and psychology, and best practices in education.

**Professional Development Collection**
Designed for professional educators, this database provides a highly specialized collection of 520 high quality education journals, including nearly 350 peer-reviewed titles.

Academic Integrity Issues


Avoiding Teacher Burnout


Best Practices in Assigning and Evaluating Oral Presentations


**Best Practices with ESL Learners**

*For ESL Teachers*


This document contains an overview of current research on instructional strategies, as well as an extensive bibliography of ESL education resources, most with links.


**Classroom Management**


A page of links to articles written on various topics in classroom management.

Friesen, E. & Kristjanson, C. (Eds.). (2007). Teaching at the University of Manitoba: A Handbook. Retrieved from http://umanitoba.ca/academic_support/uts/media/5_lr_UTShandbook.pdf This extensive handbook covers many topics of interest for new instructors. For classroom management, see topics such as Incivilities in the Classroom (section 3.98); Teaching Large Classes (section 3.104); Discipline & Control in Large Classrooms (section 3.108).


College Students in Ontario
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Copyright Issues in Academia
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**Course Design and Development**
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**Dealing with Complaints**


**Designing an Effective Syllabus**


*See section 3.14: Preparing an Effective Syllabus: Current Best Practices.*
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**Diversity in Education**


**Educating the Millennials**
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**Effective Mini Lectures**


**E-Learning**


**Evaluating Learning Best Practices: Essays, Reports, Quizzes, Types of Test, Exams**
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**Evaluating Teaching**


**Expertise in Teaching**
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**The Future of Education**


**Human Rights and Education**
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The Internationalization of Education


Learning Styles
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Lesson Planning


Mentoring New Teachers


**Ontario’s Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FIPPA) and Post-Secondary Teaching**


**Other Canadian Educational Institutions**


Georgian College. *Centre for Teaching and Learning.* Retrieved February 8, 2010 from http://www.georgian.on.ca/staff/ctl/


**Outcomes-Based Learning**
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**Participatory Techniques in Teaching**


*See section 3.30 to 3.79 on Techniques for Lectures, Group Work, Discussions/Questioning, Storytelling, Laboratory Teaching and Using Technology*
Plagiarism


**Project Based Learning**


**Reflective Practice in Teaching**
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Rubrics and Marking Schemes


The Scholarship of Teaching and Learning
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Student Engagement


Teacher Effectiveness


Smith, N. (2009). *The Art of Teaching (parts 1-8)*. [Video]. Podcast retrieved from YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/user/007neilsmith#p/u/7/F9Ny0T3THuk
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Teaching Critical Thinking


Teaching Essential Skills


Teaching Large Classes
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**Teaching Styles**


**Teaching Tips**


**Teaching Using Case Studies**


The Underprepared Learner


Universal Instructional Design


Using Audio-Visual Equipment Effectively


**Using PowerPoint Effectively in Teaching**


**Using Text Books Effectively**


This entire journal issue looks at using textbooks more effectively for student learning. Most strategies are appropriate for post-secondary applications.

**Using the Library Effectively**


**Voice Care for Instructors**
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